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General Web Design Articles Part 1 

Designing Professional Web Pages (By Joanne Glasspoole) 

If your Web site doesn't project a professional and polished image to your visitors, your credibility and that of 

your products and services will suffer. Image is everything, especially online where your competitor is only 

one mouse click away! 

Before your first HTML code is written, you will need to consider your Web site's navigational structure, color 

scheme and page layout. Is your content developed? If not, who is going to write it? 

Once you have done the necessary pre-planning, then the fun part begins -- coding your HTML pages. 

Following are some steps to consider when laying out your Web pages: 

1. I highly recommend that you try to get your home page to fit on one screen. Ideally, people shouldn't have 

to scroll down to see what your site has to offer. You may need to make your graphics smaller, but that's 

okay. Smaller graphics mean a quicker download time. 

2. Be sure to check your pages at all the various screen resolutions. Although only a small percentage of users 

have their monitors set at 640x480, you will want to make sure your site looks good at that resolution. I 

design my Web pages at 800x600, which is the average resolution. However, more and more users have 

their computer monitors set at higher resolutions, such as 1024x728. You will see that your pages will look 

radically different depending on the resolution. I personally have been horrified at how ugly my "beautiful" 

pages look on different computer screens. 

3. Browsers are another very important consideration. Netscape (Mozilla FireFox) and Internet Explorer both 

perform the same function--display Web pages--but the way they do so is strikingly different. 

Your code needs to be very clean and pretty much flawless to display correctly on Netscape (Mozilla 

FireFox). If you miss even one table tag (e.g., you forget to close a <td> tag), you will be mighty surprised 

when you get nothing but a blank page on Netscape (Mozilla FireFox). Internet Explorer is much more 

forgiving. It "assumes" what you meant to do. Netscape, on the other hand, is unassuming. If it doesn't 

understand your code, it simply will not display it. 

NOTE: An excellent site to check your HTML code for browser compatibility, as well as screen size, is 
Anybrowser.com 

4. You will no doubt want to employ JavaScript and DHTML on your site because it's both functional and cool. 

However, those technologies work better on Internet Explorer than they do on Netscape (Mozilla FireFox). 
Many of the scripts that you can grab for free at sites like Dynamic Drive DHTML and Website 

Abstraction are written exclusively for Internet Explorer, so you will need to be very careful when 

deciding what to use on your Web site. 

5. The titles on all of your Web pages need to be consistent -- not only in font style, size and color but also 

alignment. Make sure the spacing between the title and the first paragraph is consistent throughout your 

site. Make sure your spacing is uniform on all pages. 

6. If your navigation is dependent on graphics (e.g., image maps, icons, buttons, Java, JavaScript), some of 

your visitors will have a problem getting around your site if their browser doesn't display graphics, or if 

they've chosen to turn graphics off on their browser settings for faster surfing. It is extremely important to 

provide text links in addition to graphic links. All of your users will see your text links, plus text loads faster 

than graphics. 

7. It is an excellent idea to make your logo a clickable link back to your home page from all of the pages of 

your Web site. Many visitors expect to be able to use the logo to go back home. Don't forget to also include 

a text link to your home page. 

 

These are only a few considerations in designing your Web pages, but they are very important. Don't let your 

beautiful pages look ugly on your visitor's computer screen. If you are like me, you will find these issues 

among the most challenging aspects of designing professional Web sites. 

http://www.anybrowser.com/
http://www.dynamicdrive.com/
http://www.wsabstract.com/
http://www.wsabstract.com/
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How to Help Your Customers Speak (By Joanna Foss) 

Strange as it may sound being a web designer does not only mean spending hours in front of the 

computer. Once you receive an order, you have to create a bond with your customer to be able to 

understand completely his vision of the web site. 

It is half a battle won when you receive all the relevant information from your customer. You have the 

data to work on and you made a start. 

What can you do however, if you come across a customer who wants the web site designed for him, 

runs his own business but does not have a clue what kind of information he would like to include in 

his website? 

I went through this and I would like to share my experience with you. Here are, my ten tips to help 

make your customer speak: 

1. Ask your customer about the amount of money he wants to spend on his web site. Tell him what 

exactly he can get for this amount of money. 

2. Ask for any and every piece of information your client possesses regarding his business e.g. 

brochures, leaflets, business cards, letter heads, compliments slips etc. 

3. Read this data thoroughly and pick up the essence. 

4. Look at all graphics you received (if applicable) even if there are only shabby pictures, photos, 

sketches etc. If you did not get any graphics, search for subject related graphics. When I needed 
graphics, I went to: Art Today You can get access to huge amounts of pictures for only $7 a week. 

5. Based on the information collected, design a template, upload it to your server (or your client's 

server if applicable) and ask your customer to have a look at it. 

 

Depending on how well you know your client you may wish to put a copyright notice on all the 

work you have done so far. 

 

6. When you hear from your customer, ask him whether he is happy with: 

a. design, 

b. color scheme, and 

c. text you included 

 

7. Do not expect your client to be completely satisfied with your first design. 

8. Use the feedback to get into your customer's way of thinking. Apply the colors he suggested, 

change text as requested. 

9. If your client is still unhappy with the design, ask him to: 

a. Give you URLs to the sites he likes, 

b. Tell you exactly what he likes about these sites, and 

c. Show him an example of: 

i. Animated banner, 

ii. Simple animation, and 

iii. Simple Flash. 

 

(not necessarily relating to his site) and look for his reaction. If he wants his site to be "livened 

up" add some life to it. After all, you are a web designer, you know your craft. 

mailto:Majordomo@lists.kdv.com
http://www.glasspoole.com/
http://www.arttoday.com/
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10. And last but not the least: 

 

Be involved in the creation process right from the beginning until the complete web site is 

uploaded onto the server. The more suggestions and advice coming from you, the more 

feedback you will receive from your client. Obviously, it is much easier to ask for all relevant 

data to be supplied BEFORE you start your design, however, you will not always receive it. 

There is a great niche of potential customers who would like to have a web site designed but they 

"cannot speak". It is up to a creative designer to break this silence. 

Joanna Foss, M.Sc. is a co-director of Panache Graphics & Design Ltd., a web design company built to success from the scratch. 

Our web sites SELL your products. Visit us at: www.panachegraphicsdesign.co.uk or email to 
designer@panachegraphicsdesign.co.uk 

Home Page Essentials - Miss These and You're Missing the Mark (By Merle) 

The home page (also known as "index" or "default" page) is usually the first thing people see upon 

entering your site. If it doesn't grab them - or contain certain information - many people won't 

venture past it ... and might just leave your site altogether. As my Mom used to say, "You Never Get a 

Second Chance to Make a Good Impression." This rings even more true when it comes to your 

website's home page. 

So what are the essential components that every home page really needs to include? And why are 

they so important? Keep reading and you'll know in a flash (no pun intended) whether your site is 

hitting the mark or missing it altogether. 

1. Your First Paragraph: I can't tell you the number of sites I've been to that don't tell me who they 

are and what they do. Remember the "Five W's" when writing about your company - Who, What, 

Where, Why and How. Tell me up front who you are and what you offer so I know if I'm in the 

right place or need to continue my search.\ 

 

A good rule of thumb when creating your site content is to look at your site from a surfer's point of 

view and answer this question: "What's in it for me?" Website visitors tend to be very directed. 

They land on your site after searching for something they need and don't care about anything 

else. If you want your visitors to stay, you need to tell them right away that they've come to the 

right place. 

 
2. Consistent Navigation: You need to decide on a navigational system. This is generally at the top 

or left hand side of the page with links to every page or section of your site. Make it clear and 

simple for me to get where I need to go and don't confuse me or cause me to think too hard about 

it. This can lead to frustration and an early exit. 

 

You'll also want to include text navigation at the bottom of the page (sometimes called secondary 

navigation). Another option would be to include one of those drop down navigation boxes that 

allows you to make a selection from a drop down box and be transported instantly to that page. 

 
3. Recommend to a Friend: You don't want to forget this viral marketing technique. Add a "click 

here to recommend this site to a friend" somewhere on the page. This can be done easily with a 
CGI script or there are a number of free services online like www.recomendit.com. 

 

http://www.panachegraphicsdesign.co.uk/
mailto:designer@panachegraphicsdesign.co.uk
http://www.recomendit.com/
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4. Subscribe to Our Ezine: You'll also want to include a chance to subscribe to your ezine on this 

page. It's very important to your marketing efforts that you start collecting a list of opt in 

subscribers who are giving you permission to contact them at a future date. 

 

Most people will not buy from your site on the first visit so you'll want to get those email 

addresses for the possibility of a future sale. Mail lists can be maintained with stand-alone 

software or your web host may provide this service for you, you'll need to ask. The easiest way to 
implement one is to use one of the free list services like Yahoo eGroups or or Topica. Make sure 

you include an easy sign up form somewhere on your site - the topright hand corner will get you 

the best attention. 

 
5. Search Function: If your site is rather large you may want to include a search function. This gives 

people the opportunity to find just what they're looking for quickly. Search can be implemented 

with a CGI script. You'll also find plenty of free search functions available online at third party 
sites like www.Atomz.com. 

 
6. What not to Include: Things like long Flash intros, tons of pop up boxes and music, all which can 

serve to annoy your guests - causing them to reach for the exit button. If you feel the need to use 

a pop up box (which have proven to be effective for actions like reminding visitors to subscribe 

to a newsletter), use the type that only pops up upon exit. It's less obtrusive and doesn't hamper 

the web surfer when he or she first enters your site. 

 
7. So how many of these strategies have you implemented on your home page? Remember, 

some people will never make it past the entrance to your site, but by incorporating the above 

essential elements into your page you'll increase the chances of a happier surfing experience for 

your guest and a more effective website for you. 

 
Merle www.EzineAdAuction.com "Where some of the BEST Deals in Ezine Advertising are Made" Buy & Sell Ezine Ads 

in a live auction setting! Publishers sell off your excess inventory and Buyers pick up some Fantastic bargains. Go now. 

A Random Walk Down Web Street: Litter Revolution (By Stephen Bucaro) 

The best way to learn how to start a business and design a Web site is to study how other people do 

it and see what works and what doesn't work. In this series of articles, I randomly choose a Web site 
to review. Today's Web site is Litter Revolution. 

Litter Revolution is about new pet product designed by David Brokaski of Reno, Nevada. His product 

is a revolutionary automatic self-cleaning litter box. The product is not actually on the market yet, but 

David is prepared to take preorders. 

First, let's discuss the idea of developing a pet product. People love their pets and treat them like 

privileged members of the family. Many pet owners love to pamper their pets. Americans are 

expected to spend a whopping $36 billion on their pets this year. From the products that are 

currently available at the stores, I feel the market is wide open for an entrepreneurial pet product 

inventor. 

Pets provide their owners with love, but they require a bit of maintenance in return. Cats make 

particularly wonderful pets because they are almost maintenance free, except for the need to clean 

that smelly litter box. There have been several litter box inventions over the years, but David's 

device blows them away. 

http://www.yahoogroups.com/
http://www.topica.com/
http://www.atomz.com/
http://www.ezineadauction.com/
http://litterrevolution.com/
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It consists of a drum with an entry for the cat at one end and an exit port for waste at the other end. To 

maintain the litter device, the pet owner simply removes a waste bag at the exit port. If the price for 

this thing is anywhere near reasonable, my little Scooter has got to have one. 

Although David's pet invention is revolutionary, his website has a few obvious problems. When you 

visit the home page http://litterrevolution.com you'll see a picture of a cute little kitten holding up a 

flag with Litter Revolution's logo. The kitten is very cute - but that won't sell the product. What should 

be on the home page? Pictures of the PRODUCT of course! 

To actually see the product, you have to click on a "Products" link in the menu. When you click on the 

link, you are taken to a page with a tiny picture of the product and a button labeled "View Images". 

When you click on the "View Images" button, a popup window appears with a few pictures and a 

"More Photos" link. 

  When you design a website to sell a product, don't require your visitors to click to see the 

product. Show the product on the home page. 

The popup window that appears when you click on the "View Images" button also contains a list of 

the product's features. After moving the pictures of the product to the home page, I would put a 

"Features" link in the main menu. But more importantly, I would put the main BENEFITS of the 

product on the home page. 

The Litter Revolution Web site's home page says only "Join the revolution". Catchy phrase. But it 

won't sell the product. The home page should tell the main benefits of the product, in this case, "No 

more smelly litter box to clean" and "A cleaner litter box makes a happy kitty!". 

 When you design a website to sell any product or service, put the benefits on the home page. 

 

The Litter Revolution Web site main menu has an "About" link that sends you to a page with 

good information about David and his idea. The main menu also has a "Contact" link that takes 

you to a page with complete contact information, including Address, phone number, email, 

and a contact form. 

 

 When you design a website, you need to make people feel confident about purchasing from 

an unknown source without a face-to-face meeting. An "About" page with personal 

information lets people get to know you and feel comfortable about doing business with you. 

  Many Web sites keep their geographical location a secret. When I see this, I assume it's 

because they are located in some country like Sudan, where you can forget about any recourse if the 

product or service turns out to not be what you expected. If you are a legitimate business, provide 

complete contact information, especially the country where your business resides. 

What I would like to see added to the Litter Revolution Web site: 

 An order page. Since the product is not actually on the market yet, I assume this will be added in 

the future. 
 A "How it works" page. The "Products" page does describe how the product works, so the 

visitor might understand "kind of" how it works, but not good enough to have the confidence to 

part with their money. I would like to see a better explanation and some diagrams. 
 A free download. I would provide a free ebook download, for example "How to Care for Your 

Cat", which would also be an e-brochure that sells the product. 
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 One thing I missed on the Litter Revolution Web site was the name of the product. 

"Automatic self- cleaning litter box" is a description, not a name. Humans can't think about 

something if it doesn't have a name. If it doesn't have a name, it doesn't exist. 

With these changes and a good marketing campaign, I think David Brokaski's invention could be a 

Web business success story. I would wish David good luck with his new product, but this invention is 

such a fabulous device for cat owners that I don't think he'll need any luck. 

Keys to Real Estate Sites - Ten Must Haves of Real Estate Sites (by Ron Thibeault) 

Web sites in real estate come in every shape and color. Some are very good at achieving the 

intended goals and some aren't. Some of the best designed sites are not the best sites either. Why? 

Because they don't result in the achievement of the intended goal and that is sales! 

If you have a web site and it's not generating the leads that you think it should it may be a simple 

function of some missing parts to your site. The result might be that the Users you are attracting 

(attracting users is another topic) might not be staying long enough to see just how good your 

services can be. Making your Users stay is difficult but, giving them reasons to stay is relatively easy. 

There are certain things that your real estate site must have to be successful in keeping Users. Not 

that this guarantees success. What it, in fact, does is help to eliminate one potential roadblock to goal 
success: Users leaving your site to satisfy their needs. These "guidelines" boil down to 10 main must 

haves in order to be successful: 

1. Listings 

Listings accomplish two purposes. The first is the one that we all know, it markets the properties 

that you represent. This is always important because it lets your sellers know that you are doing 

everything you can to represent them and it also can potential sell the home. 

The second reason is one that is often overlooked and it is the psychological impact of listings. 

Think from the Users perspective for a second and you will see why. How would you feel about 

two Realtors, one with many listings on their site and one with one or none? Exactly, you would 

expect that the one with all the listings was busy which then means that their service is good and 

their contacts wide. Now, who would you be more likely to use for your next house transaction? 

2. Testimonials 

The Golden Rule "if you can't say anything good don't say anything at all" applies to your site. 

Think of a visitor to your site, she has seen 10, maybe 20 sites for Realtors so far. Now, how do you 

think she sorts through the masses? 

One of the easiest ways to ensure that you stay in the running to represent the client is to show that 

your previous clients "loved" your service. Remember what the impact will be if your visitor can't 

find anyone to say anything good about you. 

3. Non-Form Contact Information 

This may seem absolutely obvious and it is. So why do so many sites not have something as simple 

as an email address on them? 
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A lot of sites revert to a contact form where users can fill in the information easily and then simply 

zip it off so that the real estate professional can answer the question, get the work, close the deal 

and make money. It would be nice if it worked! 

Did you know that a majority of people refuse to fill in forms because they believe that their 

privacy may be compromised? Did you know that most forms ask for personal information 

that people aren't willing to divulge? 

If you are planning to use a form, give your User an out by also offering a clickable link to an 

email. If you have nothing at all for contact information then do something! 

4. Information Forms 

There is a difference between "contact forms" which I discussed above and "information forms". In 

the latter case you give the User a new option to seek information from you. Through a contact 

form you force the User to use a method to contact you that they might not appreciate. 

An information form gives your User the option to seek specific information that you want to give 

such as a relocation package or a list of homes available in the area. 

5. Mortgage Calculators 

The highest traffic generators of web sites are free services and tools that you offer to your clients. 

Because of the industry you are in, the simplest and most basic of these services is a mortgage 

calculator. 

Providing this service while also presenting listings allows your clients to determine whether your 

listing fits within their financial abilities. Every time a client leaves your site the possibility 

increases that they will not return. By ensuring that they don't have to leave your site you are 

negating this possibility. 

6. Articles and Information 

Can you guess what search engines like the most when they index a site? It's relevant information 

relating to the topic you want to be found for. Nothing accomplishes this quite like articles on real 

estate topics. Needless to say, Users love it too. 

There are a number of article services on the Internet. Some sites, such as ThinkRelo offer these 

for free. By loading these onto your site you can take advantage of the added content for both your 

Users and the search engines for no, or very little, cost. 

7. Community Links 

One of the most important aspects of the Internet is the ability for you to draw on potential clients 

from a world-wide market. In fact, that is one of the absolute, key reasons for widespread search 

engine positioning. 

When you consider that a large number of your potential Users will be moving to your service 

area it becomes obvious that they will likely need information on the area itself. It is also likely that 

they will start researching the area well before they move. By providing this information, your site 

may become their source of information over this period. 
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8. Moving Information 

Again, when you understand that a large portion of your Internet clients will be moving to your 

area, it becomes vital that you help to provide this information. Whether it comes in the form of 

actual information or links to that information is up to you. But it is vital that you do this. Save your 

Users time and you will have a larger percentage of them become clients. 

9. Links to Local Real Estate Services 

You are a real estate professional in an complex industry. When you provide links to 

complementary services you save your User time and effort. This saving will be rewarded in two 

ways. First, your User will likely return to your site to find more information or other services. The 

more times a User comes to your site the more likely they are to use your services. 

Second, by providing these links you leave the impression that you are professional and that you 

work tirelessly for your clients. The likelihood of you being selected for services is thereby 

increased. 

10. Glossary of Real Estate Terms 

How long did it take you to understand the lingo of your industry? Do you know the educational 

level of all of your clients? 

When you deal with clients face to face it is easy to get a feel for what your clients do or don't know. 

The Internet changes this. The only face you get to see is in the form of an IP address which doesn't 

really tell you very much. The people visiting your site may know a lot about real estate or may 

know very little. 

By providing a simply glossary of real estate terms (and links to it throughout your site) you help to 

educate your User if needed. The result is that your User will understand your services better and, 

if they use your service, will be easier to service because of the knowledge you helped them 

obtain. 

These 10 items serve to create what would be a very complete web site for a real estate 

professional. There will always be additional, new, progressive tools that can be added. Adding 

new items and services will always be an important part of staying ahead of your competition. 

However, if you don't do the basics right then you probably should be correcting those before 

adding bells and whistles. 

 
Ron Thibeault is President of ThinkRelo a real estate directory and portal and is a practising real estate lawyer. He has been 

involved in a number of real estate and internet startups in both consulting and participatory roles. 

Beginners! Create a Website Here (By Lisa) 

What You Need to Build a Website 

• The domain name creates the address of your site 

• How to register a Domain name 
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A website cannot exist without a web host 

• choosing the right website host 

• Why never use a free webhost 

Web Building Software 

• CoffeeCup & Dreamweaver 

• Nvu and Komposer are two free editors you can download 

• How to code HTML from scratch 

• Using free HTML templates 

Other Website Features 

• message forum 

• chat room 

• online guestbook 

Interactive features on a website requires a script 

• A script is a file that contains code 

• Make sure your web host supports the kind of script and functionality you want to us 

Making Money from Your Website 

• various ways you can make money online 

Outsource The Programming 

• RentaCoder.com 

How to Avoid Sloppy Web Site Copy (By Herman Drost) 

If your web site visitor can't find the information on your web site, within ten seconds or less, you will 

lose them. Two of the largest factors that contribute to this, are the lack of clear purpose and poor 

layout of your web pages. Let's look at how you can resolve each of these issues. 

Lack of clear purpose - the first page of your web site must have a clear title and description, which 

immediately states what your site is about. (if you need help to determine the purpose of web site, 
read: "How To Build A Web Site That Sells" www.isitebuild.com/buildingA.htm 

You must include a clear benefit of your product or service in your description. For example if you 

are a web design company, your title may be "How to Build a Web Site That Sells". Your description 

may be something like: "Let us save you precious time and hassles, by designing a professional web 

site that WILL sell your product or service". 

In this example, you have stated the clear purpose of your web site (designing a professional web 

sites that sell) and given your readers a clear benefit (saving time and hassles). 

The rest of your web page, should support the title and description of your web site. Continue to 

emphasize the benefits of your product to your visitors. You should conclude your copy with a call to 

action, e.g. "click here to order". 

Layout of Your Copy - you may spend a lot of time and money, to attract visitors to your web site, but 

if you have a poorly designed web page, then visitors will become frustrated and leave. 

http://www.isitebuild.com/buildingA.htm
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1. Alignment - There are 3 kinds of alignment for your web page - left side, right side and centered. 

Choose one, then use it on the entire page or even throughout your other web pages. Don't try to mix 

alignments, because this will make your web page look unprofessional. 

One such example, is to align all the text on your page to the left. This will create a strong edge and 

make it easier for your visitors to navigate and read. Avoid bumping up your text to the navigation 

bar or graphics. Create an equal amount of space between all the elements on your page. If they are 

bunched up, it will create a cluttered appearance. 

2. How To Use White Space - Visitors do not appreciate useless clutter and masses of content on Web 

Pages. Most users prefer a page with well distributed content resulting in less clutter. Users quickly 

scan pages and the more that they must scan through, the more information they will miss. 

This does not mean you should not provide a lot of information. Just do not provide it all on one page. 

Each page should contain approximately 50 per cent less text than a printed version of the same 

information. 

If you have a lot of copy on your web site, try to have only 4-6 sentences per paragraph. Split 

the page up into different topics, with the subject title close to the accompanying text. 

3. Repetition - each page of your web site should look like it belongs to the same web site, the same 

company and same concept. For example, navigation buttons, colors, style, illustrations, format, 

layout can all be part of the repetition that unifies the entire site. 

4. Contrast - this is what draws you into the page and pulls you in. Pages that just have all text and no 

graphics, or vice versa and have no contrast can be very boring (unless it is an article or book). If 

elements on your page, such as type, rules, graphics, color, texture, are not the same, make them 

very different. 

Be aware of what you want the visitor to focus on. What will be the first thing that a person will be 

attracted to when that person first enters your site? If your site is not well organized, it will be difficult 

for your visitor to find what he is looking for. 

5. Graphics - graphics should be used to illustrate the benefit of your product (this is why there is the 

popular saying, "a picture is worth a thousand words"). You should use them to enhance the 

experience of your visitor. If it does not have a clear purpose to be there (other than just to have a 

pretty picture on your site), don't use it. 

6. Spelling and Grammar - bad spelling and grammar can destroy the professional effect of your web 

site. Don't just use the spell checker for correcting your copy. Read through it yourself several times 

or get a friend who is a proficient proof reader to check your work, before you launch your site for 

the world to see. 

With a clear purpose and layout to your web pages, your visitors will easily find the information they 

are seeking, rather than your competitors. Doing this, will help to increase sales from your web site. 

 
Herman Drost is a Certified Web Site Designer, owner and author of www.isitebuild.com Site Design and Low Cost Hosting. 

Subscribe to his Marketing Tips newsletter for more original articles. subscribe@isitebuild.com. Read more of his in-depth 

articles at: www.isitebuild.com/articles 

http://www.isitebuild.com/
mailto:subscribe@isitebuild.com
http://www.isitebuild.com/articles
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Why You Should Register Multiple Domain Names (By Stephen Bucaro) 

Your website should have one domain name by which people can reach it, but there are several 

reasons why you might choose to register additional domain names. 

1. You might want to register common misspellings of your domain name. Take, for example, the 

domain name of this website: bucarotechelp. I might also want to also register bacarotechelp and/or 

buckarotechelp. Then when someone enters a misspelled domain name, I can redirect them to the 

proper domain name. 

2. You might want to register your domain name with a different extension. For example you might 

want to register your domain name with the .net and/or .org extension. This prevents someone else 

from register your domain name with those extensions and siphoning traffic from your marketing 

efforts. 

The easiest way to redirect users from a secondary domain to your primary domain is to use a meta 

tag refresh which Google treats the same as a 301 redirect. Example code for a meta tag refresh is 

shown below. 

<head> 

<meta http-equiv="refresh" content="0;url=http:⁄⁄www.bucarotechelp.com/"> 

</head> 

If your website is on Apache Web Server you can place a line like the one shown below in your site's 

.htaccess file. 

Redirect 301 ⁄  http:⁄⁄www.bucarotechelp.com/ 

If your website is on Windows IIS you can place script like the code shown below at the top of your 

site's default file. 

Response.Status="301 Moved Permanently" 

Response.AddHeader "Location","http:⁄⁄www.bucarotechelp.com/" 

3. If your company is doing business in multiple countries you might want to have a domain name 

with an extension for each country. For example a company in Britain would use the .uk domain 

extension, and this might give individuals residing the U.S. second thoughts about doing business 

with your website. To prevent this you might also want to register your domain name with the .com 

extension. 

If you create multiple domains, and you duplicate your content for each domain, this can result in 

search engines lowering the PageRank of both website's. Therefor a redirect might be better, or use 

different, but similar, content for each website. 

4. You might want to have a separate domain extension to measure special marketing efforts. For 

example you might direct your latest marketing campaign to your domain name with a .info or .tv 

extension to segregate the marketing campaign's traffic from your website's regular traffic. 

Maintaining multiple domain names adds to your overhead, however domain names with extensions 

other than than .com, like .info for example, can usually be purchased at much lower cost. 

Tips and Tricks to Optimize a Website's Speed  (By Shabana Gandhi) 
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Websites are becoming complex and bigger with each passing day. This is leading to slower 

loading of websites and ultimately, decreased sales conversions. 

An average online shopper expected a website to load in a mere four seconds in the year 2006. Over 

the years, remarkable technological innovations have made it tougher to meet the expectations of an 

online shopper. Today, an online shopper wishes a website to load in only two seconds. Considering 

that a website's loading time is so important, even Google has started factoring site speed into its 

algorithm while ranking websites. 

If your website is rendering poor performance, users will not even think twice before abandoning it. 

Here are a few things that you should do to optimize your website's speed. 

Going Modular 

If it is possible to combine two CSS classes and use less code to get the same result, you should do it 

instantly. This would make the code of modular type. However, this might not be necessary if you're 

using basic HTML and CSS. On the other hand, following this advice becomes essential if your 

website is into the complex JavaScript world. 

Minimizing HTTP and Dependency Requests 

Dependency requests have been the biggest reason behind slow loading speed of a website. Any 

sort of additional request adds bloat and a new layer of complexity to the downloading and parsing 

process. Calling images from a stylesheet also counts as a request. Hence, you should limit the use of 

alternative optimization methods such as SVG or sprites. 

If your website is large, you should consider using a Content Delivery Network (CDN). It would 

remove any type of slow server connections, reduce bandwidth, and improve global availability. 

Writing More Readable and Smarter Code 

The code that is being written can also be the reason behind slow loading of a website. The 

inefficiency of CSS or a bloated JavaScript can affect the loading times, unimaginably. Hence, instead 

of writing path down a chain of selectors, it would be in your best interest to use the smallest 

uniquely identifiable selector. 

Keeping HTML simple 

In order to write leaner CSS selectors and keep bloat to the minimum, one will have to write efficient 

HTML codes. 

Resetting CSS will lead to restyling of all common elements. This means that even if you are not 

targeting the extra div, it is very likely that the extra div will slow down things because its padding 

and margin would be reset to a minimum. The problem would not be serious until a dozen of divs are 

reset. 

Compressing Images and Text 

There are several tools that can help you compress the text and images that you are using on your 

website. 
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A website that loads slowly disrupts a visitor's browsing experience. Other than the size of the files, 

there are several other reasons like low server memory, data influx, site design, etc., which affect the 

performance and speed of a website. Hence, the bottomline is that you should monitor the 

performance of your website at regular intervals as it makes the difference between generating and 

not generating revenue. 

 

If you are failing to implement the tips and tricks mentioned in this article, contact Web 

Oorja. We have several years of experience in helping people optimize the speed of their 

static and dynamic website. 

What is a Security Certificate? (by Richard Lowe, Jr.) 

I'll bet one time or another you've surfed the web and suddenly found a pop-up window in front of 

you, demanding your approval for a security certificate. I occasionally see these on shopping sites, 

usually the smaller, less-well-funded companies. 

The first time I saw one of these windows I had no idea what to do. What the heck is a security 

certificate? And whatever it is, why is the browser asking me about it? I mean, I had enough 

questions about ActiveX controls, now I was being asked about security certificates? 

Let's look at security certificates from the perspective of dating. Let's say you are a woman looking 

for a date. How do you know you can trust a person? Well, you can just decide for yourself or you can 

ask a trusted friend about the potential date. 

So you call up "Sally" and ask "can I trust Bill on a date?" Sally will tell you yes or no, and since you 

trust her if she says "no" the poor guy will not be going out with you. That's the way a security 

certificate works. The certificate is an electronic document which is highly secure (encrypted) and 

stamped with an identifier. That identifier says the web site with the certificate is whom it claims to 

be. 

The way it works is straightforward. Let's say I want to sell something on my web site. I might 

purchase a security certificate from Verisign (or any number of other companies) to prove to people 

visiting my web site that I am who I say I am. 

Before it grants the certificate, I will need to provide Verisign with proof that I am indeed the person 

(or company) that I claim to be. Verisign will ask me for documents, notarized, such as a birth 

certificate (for a personal certificate) or other documents from businesses. Several documents must 

be presented in order for Verisign to grant the certificate. 

Okay, now you also have to understand that your browser automatically comes with a number of 

security certificates, including one from Verisign. Thus, when you visit my secure site my certificate 

is retrieved. The browser sees that my certificate was granted by Verisign, and checks it's own 

certificates and finds Verisign. The browser then grants access to the secure web page, since it has 

"proof" that I am who I say I am. This means that a secure channel is now set up so the browser can 

talk to the web site (and vice versa) without fear of someone listening in on the conversation. 

So in other words, Verisign is simply a trusted organization which verifies that people (and 

companies) are who they say they are. 

http://www.weboorja.com/
http://www.weboorja.com/
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Remember the purpose of security certificates is merely to provide a means whereby you can trust 

entities (companies and people) on the internet. A security certificate does not in any way imply a 

web site is "good", will protect your privacy or will deliver your products. 

Let me stress that again - security certificates so not imply anything about a web site except that it is 

what it says it is. They DO NOT mean the site is trustworthy or valuable. 

 

Richard Lowe Jr. is the webmaster of Internet Tips And Secrets at www.internet-tips.net. Visit 

our website any time to read over 1,000 complete FREE articles about how to improve your 

internet profits, enjoyment and knowledge. 

How "Secure" Is YOUR Web Site? (by Robin Nobles) 

A few days ago, an incident happened to me that has prompted the writing of this article. I'm sure 

that if this is an issue for me and one of my Web sites, it's an issue for many others. 

With my personal Web site, I use a nationally known Internet Host provider to host it. They've hosted 

my site for years, and I can't really complain about their services (except that you can rarely find a 

real "person" to talk to). 

However, a few days ago, I wanted to give a good friend of mine, Dave Barry, access to FTP into my 

Web site to download a particular file. Rather than using an FTP program, he used IE (Internet 

Explorer) to FTP into the site. The strange thing is, before I even gave him my username and 

password, Dave was inside the server where my site is hosted! 

Dave said that the server, and any sites hosted on that server, were wide open for attack. He was 

able to see the System 32 Directory, passwords, etc. The good news for me is that Dave is a Certified 

Internet Webmaster Security Professional Instructor, so he knows exactly what he's talking about 

(and I don't). 

He ran a report to show the vulnerability of my Web site. That report indicated that there were seven 

high risk vulnerabilities, four medium risk, and two low risk. It also said that it was imperative that I 

take immediate action in fixing the security issues of the network. 

Now isn't this a comforting thought, especially since I've never questioned the security of my Web 

site? I use one of the top Web hosting firms in the country. This problem should NOT have happened. 

I contacted the hosting company, and they're checking into it. At one point, they said, "A little further 

research on my part found that anonymous FTP is erroneously enabled on your website." Then, in a 

later e-mail, they changed their mind, "I did misspeak last night when I said that anonymous access 

was enabled, as I could not upload any files at all, though I could view some directories and files, 

evidently some relatively innocuous system data files." 

Dave disagreed, and he promptly sent me two files to prove how vulnerable and insecure the system 

is. I sent them those files as well as the security report Dave ran, and they're continuing to look into it. 

In my case, though this is a very disturbing situation, it isn't the end of the world. I don't sell anything 

on my Web site -it's there for informational purposes only. 

http://www.internet-tips.net/
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But, for those of you who actually sell goods or services over the Internet, this could be a 

huge, and extremely distressing, problem. As Dave said, "I could crash the entire server in a 

matter of minutes." But, he's one of the good guys wearing a white hat, not a hacker. He's also 

responsible for 40 plus Web sites through his company, all of which are extremely secure. 

What can you do to protect your own Web site? 

Now that we know how serious a problem this can be, let's look at some ways you can protect your 

Web site. 

1. Contact a security expert like Dave Barry and have him run a security audit on your Web site. Visit 

Computer Concierge and complete the Website security report. Find out what your Web site 
security vulnerabilities are, and learn what needs to be done to fix them. security-report.computer-

concierge.com 

2. If the security audit on your Web site proves that you have security issues, and if your host 

provider can't give you a logical explanation, move your site to a different hosting company. I'm 

going to move my personal site to Combustion Hosting, where security is a number 1 priority, and 
where I can get personal attention and support. www.combustionwebhosting.com/moreinfo 

3. Ask your current hosting company about their security policies. Then, point them to this URL, 

which lists The Top 20 Most Critical Internet Security Vulnerabilities. This list was compiled by a list 

of security experts from the FBI and the SANS Institute. Though you may not be able to understand 

much of the report, your hosting company will. Not only does the report list the security risks, but it 
also gives solutions to the problems. www.sans.org/top20/ 

4. If you're a "do it yourselfer," visit the U.S. Department of Energy's site which offers a listing of tools 
for security analysis. ciac.llnl.gov/ciac/SecurityTools.html 

5. Or, consider Retina, which provides excellent security software. 
www.eeye.com/html/index.html 

6. SecureNet Solutions also offers products that will run vulnerability reports for you. 
www.securenetsol.com 

The main thing is to learn from my "mistakes" and don't be caught off guard. If you're using a hosting 

company to host your Web site, make darn sure that the server and your Web site are secure. Visit 

Computer Concierge for a free security audit. Then, go with a reputable hosting company who 

places the utmost importance on security, like Combustion Hosting. 

Remember: Your Web site is your online business. Don't you lock the door and secure the windows 

of your "brick and mortar" business? Do you have an alarm system? Don't you think it's important to 

do the same with your online business? 

 
Robin Nobles, Director of Training, Academy of Web Specialists, www.academywebspecialists.com has trained several 

thousand people in her online search engine marketing courses www.onlinewebtraining.com. She also teaches 2-, 3-, and 5-

day hands-on, search engine marketing workshops in locations across the globe with Search Engine Workshops 

www.searchengineworkshops.com. Copyright 2003 Robin Nobles. All rights reserved. 

How To Sell Lots Of Items On Your Website Without Going Broke! (by Jeff Colburn) 

http://security-report.computer-concierge.com/
http://security-report.computer-concierge.com/
http://www.combustionwebhosting.com/moreinfo
http://www.sans.org/top20/
http://ciac.llnl.gov/ciac/SecurityTools.html
http://www.eeye.com/html/index.html
http://www.securenetsol.com/
http://www.academywebspecialists.com/
http://www.onlinewebtraining.com/
http://www.searchengineworkshops.com/
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Many people want to have a website where they can sell large numbers of their wares. This could 

include photographs, jewelry, clothing, collectibles or any other of a wide variety of merchandise. 

Unfortunately, they have no idea what goes into creating a website that could display a large number 

of items. 

I was recently contacted by a photographer who wanted to have me create a website where she 

could sell her photographs. She wanted to start off listing 1,000 photographs on her site with another 

1,500 to 2,000 photographs added every year. I could easily see this one project giving me enough 

money to retire several years earlier than I'd expected. 

I estimated that it would take about 10 minutes to prepare each image and put it on a web page. Each 

image would need to have a thumbnail and a 4x5 inch image made from the original, optimize each 

image, create a popup window for the 4x5 and create a custom PayPal button for each image offered. 

At my rate of $60 per hour, this would be $6 per image. So it would cost $6,000 to set up the initial 

batch of photographs, and another $9,000 and $12,000 to add new images each year. This would be 

on top of the cost to create the website. 

This was going to be a major, time consuming and expensive venture so I set out to find the best 

solution to meet her needs. The ideas I came up with will work for any person who wants to sell large 

quantities of items from a website. Remember, that no matter what you sell, you'll need a picture of 

each item, so you'll run into a similar situation. 

I came up with three solutions:  

 Make and run a big, expensive website 

  Put your items on someone else's big, expensive website 

  Do both of the above 

Let's go over the pros and cons of all these ideas. 

Make and Run a Big, Expensive Website 

The most expensive thing you can do is to make a database driven website. Each item would be 

listed in the database, along with its price, description and other information you want listed about 

each item. A database site lets you easily add, remove or change items and can let each page be 

designed around the user's needs. So if you have a site selling photographs, and the client puts in a 

search for Dogs, then a page would be created with only dog pictures. 

The down side is the cost and time to create the website. It could easily take several months to create 

the site, and the price tag could run well over $25,000. A similar sized non-database site would cost 

only about $2,000 to $3,000, but would lack the functionality of the database site. 

I know of one company that had a site like this done for them. The website design company had two 

full-time and two part-time programmers working on the project, at $100 per hour per person. The 

project took over eight months at a cost exceeding $130,000. Now that's commitment. 

This is not only a sizable financial investment, but if your products don't sell like you hope it 

could take years, or a lifetime, to recoup your costs. 

Put Your Items on Someone Else's Big, Expensive Website 
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There are many sites where you can list your products. Specifically for photographers there are 

numerous stock photography agencies. You send in lots of photographs, they select the ones most 

likely to sell and they post them on their site. The up side is that they do all the marketing, website 

maintenance, track usage and all the other things needed to sell the photographs. The down side is 

that they keep about 40 percent of the sales price. But considering all they do, that's not bad. 

For other items that you may want to sell there are many outlets.  

 The obvious is eBay, to sell almost anything. 

 Collectors of almost anything can find sites where people list these items for sale, including: 

books, toys, animation cells and almost anything else you can think of. 

 There are newsgroups for almost any topic, and if the newsgroup doesn't exist, you can create it. 

Many of these newsgroups let you list your items or put links to your items that are listed on eBay or 

your own website. 

Do Both Of The Above 

This is what I suggested she do to keep costs to a minimum. I told her to send the bulk of her 

photographs to a stock photo agency, and keep a select few for her own site. I thought that about five 

to ten pages, with ten or so images per page, would be ample. She could put pictures on her site, 

keep the ones that sell on there and replace the ones that don't sell. Eventually she would have a nice 

collection of photographs that consistently sold well, with a page where new images could be 

posted. 

This would keep the cost of designing a website to a minimum while letting her sell as many pictures 

as possible. 

When deciding which of the three options to go with, it's important to keep in mind how you will 

maintain and update your site. If a website designer will be adding photographs, changing prices 

and doing other upkeep, do you have the money to afford this? If, on the other hand, you are going to 

do all of these things yourself, will you have the time and knowledge to do it properly? You always 

want to be sure your website looks professional so that people feel comfortable using it. 

Also, consider if you have the time for the day-to-day business operations of your site. Some 

of these things include shipping, replacing items damaged during shipping, a disclaimer 

stating that the copyright stays with the photographer and not the buyer, what kind of print 

you will offer (photographic paper, inkjet printer, giclee, etc.), dealing with returns, the time 

it will take to e-mail people who have questions and so on. 

Pricing 

When your selling items online it's important to price them properly. You don't want to charge too 

much because people won't buy your products. But charging too little can cut your profit margin 

considerable. For photographs there are several ways to price your images. You can become a 
member of the PPA (Professional Photographers of America). Members can contact the PPA to find 

out current prices. You can also go to websites to see what other people charge. 

Check out these websites for prices 

http://www.ppa.com/
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Photographers Index 

Lodge Photography 

Bruce Butler Photography 

Besides being a website designer I was a professional photographer in southern California for many 

years, so I know what it takes to run a website business as well as a photography business. 

If you want to get some good information on photography you can read the transcript of a chat by me 
that was done on the Long Ridge Writers Group 

Now that you've read this article you have the information you need to make an informed decision 

about which of these options will best meet your needs and the needs of your business. 

 
Are you looking for a writer or website designer? I make the process fast, easy and 

affordable. Call me NOW to find out what I can do for you! (928) 600-5400 Creative Cauldron 

Bandwidth Stealing (By Richard Lowe, Jr.) 

Information (files) loaded to or from servers is called bandwidth. Every time you upload a file to your 

ISP, surf the web or download a video, you are using bandwidth. 

Bandwidth is limited. Why? Because it actually is a bunch of wires or fibers connecting servers to the 

global network. And wires can only carry so much data. When someone attempts to get more data 

than can be handled by the wire, the transmission of the data is slowed down. 

Some ISPs limit the amount of data that a site can use during a particular time period. As an example, 

an ISP might limit you to 1gb of data per month for your flat fee, then charge you an extra $10 for 

each additional gigabyte. Some of the more obnoxious ISPs actually just block transmissions when 

the bandwidth is exceeded (effectively putting that site out of business for a time). 

It's common practice to load most of the images, sound files, videos and documents in your web on 

your own site. This excludes, of course, advertising banners which are rotated and some specific 

documents and images which are supposed to be loaded from a central location. 

It's common among amateurs and beginners to link to images and other files directly to some other 

server instead of putting them on their local server. Sometimes they just don't know better, 

sometimes they are just lazy, and sometimes they've just run out of space at their free host. 

So not only do they "steal" the image (it is probably copyrighted and they are copying it without 

permission each time the web site is loaded) they "steal" the bandwidth! 

This is extraordinarily bad form, it's tasteless and it should be avoided like the plague. 

In some extreme cases, unscrupulous "webmasters" (I use the term loosely) link to large zip files on 

other servers to give their own visitors extra features. This often occurs with sites containing 

downloadable software, wallpaper and desktop themes. 

DO NOT do this without permission! If you do, you are a thief and you are costing someone else 

money and aggravation. 

http://photographersindex.com/stockprice.htm
http://www.lodgephoto.com/pricing.php
http://brucebutlerphoto.com/butlerstockprices.html
http://www.longridgewritersgroup.com/rx/tr01/jeff_colburn_submitting_photos_with_your_prose_4_15_04.shtml
http://www.creativecauldron.com/
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What do you do if someone links to your images or files without your permission and he will not stop? 

Replace the file with something else. A picture or document stating that this person is stealing 

bandwidth should suffice. If you can get the email address or phone number of the person, you might 

include it for additional impact. 

 
Richard Lowe Jr. is the webmaster of Internet Tips And Secrets. This website includes over 1,000 free articles to improve your 

internet profits, enjoyment and knowledge. Web Site Address: www.internet-tips.net Weekly newsletter: www.internet-

tips.net/joinlist.htm Daily Tips: internet-tips@GetResponse.com 

Choosing the Right Colors for Your Web Site (by Adriana Iordan) 

Do colors influence web site visitors? 

Several years ago, having a web page (as a business or as an individual), was an indicator of 

prosperity, and required a certain amount of financial power. Nowadays, almost everybody has one. 

They are easy to create (thanks to instant web page generators), even if they are not always works of 

art. 

The main problem resides primarily in choosing the right colors for the web site. It is not always easy 

to properly assort the background color with the text color. The readability of a page can be 

influenced negatively if the color contrast is badly chosen. The background of web pages is white by 

default, like a sheet of paper. 

Colors for Web Site Visitors 

Researchers agree that colors greatly influence the human psychic. Consequently, the color scheme 

that you use on your web site can entice the visitor to engage in the goal of your site (i.e. make a 

purchase or request your services) or leave it after the first few seconds. It is the human nature to 

yield to the concept according to which "the first impression counts". 

Even if they are not aware of it, your visitors will be greatly influenced in their decision to keep 

browsing your site or to leave it because of the poor choosing of colors and other visual displayed 

elements. On a psychological level, they will respond to the stimuli offered by the web site. 

When viewing a web page, people will get excited, happy or bored. All this depends on the color 

selection. You need to be aware of the audience to which you're addressing and make the right 

choices. Color is a great means of communications, and it is best to make sure that you are saying the 

right thing. 

Here are a few tips that you should consider 

Use a palette of colors found in nature. They are more pleasing than any of their artificial 

counterparts. Combine them in order to get the emotional response that you want to get from your 

visitors. Unnatural colors, such as bright greens, blues or reds usually cause eye fatigue and chase 

visitors (i.e. prospects) away. 

Create a strong contrast between a page's background and its text. The best combination for 

readability is black text on white background, but there are other excellent combinations also. 

Besides white, other effective web site background, colors are dark blue, gray and black. 

http://www.internet-tips.net/
http://www.internet-tips.net/joinlist.htm
http://www.internet-tips.net/joinlist.htm
mailto:internet-tips@GetResponse.com
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Avoid pairing blue and red, or blue and yellow. Green text on red background or red text on green / 

blue background are also choices that you shouldn't make, because such combinations usually cause 

eye fatigue. 

Select up to five (some say seven) different colors and use them consistently throughout the 

web site. 

Avoid using the blue color for small texts and diagrams with thin lines. Apparently, the specialized 

eye receptors for blue are the least numerous. Be aware that there are lots of people with color 

perception problems, so it might be quite difficult for them to perceive the message transmitted by 

your site the way you want them to. 

While some colors are dull by themselves, such as black, or gray, their juxtaposition with, for 

example, orange, can create outstanding effects. 

Use white spaces to balance the other colors from your site. It will make web pages easy on the eyes. 

Make sure you always perform a readability test for your web site. Use different shades of one color 

and, above all, pay attention to the harmonization of the different colors you use. 

Colors and People 

Keep in mind that responses to colors vary according to factors such as gender, age, or cultural 

background. You need some serious market research in order to make your site appealing for the 

exact category you're targeting. 

Old vs. Young People 

People of different ages have different reactions to colors. People past a certain age will find web 

sites with more sober and restrained (and therefore relaxing to the eye) colors more attractive. 

Youngsters, on the other hand, will appreciate more vivid and brighter colors, in keeping with their 

general attitude. Make the distinction between mature and young audience by using the appropriate 

colors for each category. 

Men vs. Women 

People also have preferences according to their gender. Thus, men tend to prefer blue and orange 

to red and yellow, while women prefer red to blue and yellow to orange. Also, remember that it has 

been proven that women are able to perceive considerably more colors than men. 

Nations and Colors 

If your website addresses an audience larger than your country of origin, or it is meant to attract 

prospects from a specific country, invest some time in researching the specific meanings of colors. 

For example, while white is a symbol of purity in Western cultures, it stands for bad luck and 

unhappiness in China, Japan, and India. While very appreciated in Japan, pink is frowned upon in 

India and East-European countries, where it is regarded as a "non-manly color". 

Purple is associated in certain Arabic cultures with prostitution (the same as red in the European and 

North-American cultures), and globally, it is generally associated with mysticism and beliefs that are 

not in keeping with the precepts of Islamism, Judaism and Christianity. 
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Green, if used for the web site of a financial institution from the USA, will support the 

implication that the institution deals with the "almighty green dollar", but it may bear no such 

significance in a country where bills (paper money) are multiple-colored. 

On the other hand, there is a globally accepted "safe" color: blue. It can be used for almost any kind 

of site, no matter its audience, location or goal. It would be therefore safe to say that blue is an 

international color. In order to avoid embarrassing (and even costly) issues, you have the option of 

mixing colors. 

This can lead to a complete change of meanings, significances will be changed and negative 

implications will be at the very least diminished, if not eliminated altogether (e.g. red becomes more 

powerful when combined with white). It is up to you to obtain creative colors that will be 

internationally accepted, but you have to do your homework quite well. 

Common Colors and Their Most Common Meanings 

Red energy, passion, excitement, power; also implies aggression, danger 

Blue coolness, spirituality, freedom, patience, loyalty, peace, trustworthiness; can also 

imply sadness, depression 

Yellow light, optimism, happiness, brightness, joy 

Green life, naturalness, restfulness, health, wealth, prosperity; in certain contexts, can imply 

decay, toxicity 

Orange friendliness, warmth, approachability, energy, playfulness, courage 

Violet wisdom, sophistication, celebration 

White purity, cleanliness, youth, freshness, peace 

Black power, elegance, secrecy, mystery 

Gray security, maturity, reliability 

Pink romance, a feminine color 

Brown comfort, strength, stability, credibility 

Using Colors for Web Site Elements  

It is a good thing to differentiate between the elements of your web site by using various colors. You 

can use colors for identification, grouping or emphasis. For example, groups of related web pages 

can be identified by some particular color scheme, thus making it easier for a visitor to identify their 

place in your web site's architecture. 

Certain information that needs to be brought to the visitor's attention can be highlighted by means of 

color. This improves scanning and can help reduce visual fatigue. 

An important factor in the development of a web site is the use of various colors for hyperlinks, in 

order to help users distinguish between pages they have already viewed and pages that they haven't 

visited yet. 

Copyright © 2007, Avangate all rights reserved. This article was written by Adriana Iordan, Web Marketing Manager at 

Avangate B.V. Avangate is a complete ecommerce provider for shareware sales incorporating an easy to use and secure online 

payment system. 

How to Add a Search Engine to Your Site (Copyright Herman Drost) 

http://www.avangate.com/
http://www.avangate.com/
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When visitors arrive at your web site you want them to find the information quickly otherwise they 

will lose patience and move on. A great way achieve this is to add a searchengine or search box to 

your web site. Since most visitors are already familiar with using search engines such as Google, 

they can easily use the search feature on your site. 

In this article I will discuss: 

A. The benefits of adding a search engine 

B. Types of search service providers 

C. Where to place a search box on your site 

D. How does the search engine work 

A. Benefits of adding a search engine and types of sites where it can be used. 

1. Ecommerce sites - your ecommerce site usually has many different types of products so the 

navigation menu is not focused enough to rapidly find the specific product your visitor is looking for. 

Adding a search engine to your ecommerce site will help the visitor to easily and quickly zoom in on 

the product by entering their keyword in the search box. 

2. Dynamic sites - search engines have difficulty spidering dynamically generated web pages. 

These are pages often generated from a database, so the information on your pages will not appear 

in the search engine's index. Add a search engine to each page of your site. If a visitor arrives on that 

page from one of the large search engines, they can then do a quick search from that page instead of 

searching elsewhere. 

3. Small sites - web sites that contain 5-10 pages don't need a search engine because visitors don't 

have to search through many pages to find the information. Instead, make sure you create a simple 

navigation menu at the top or side and bottom of your web pages. 

B. Types of search service providers 

1. Atomz - Atomz Express Search is a free service where you can integrate basic search capability 

on your personal web site or on one of your commercial sites. It can be used on sites with 750 total 

pages or less and allows customization of look and feel to match your site's design. Some third-party 

text ads are shown above and below the search results. You can use it for as long as you like for there 

is no trial period. 

2. Freefind - features include the ability to customize search and results pages. The free accounts 

are limited to 3,000 pages or 32MB of storage. Site search is hosted on FreeFind's server. It generates 

a site map for you, tracks visitors searches and indexes password protected pages. 

3. Google - Free site search service searches only the specific domain(s) that you list when you 

create your search box. You can customize your results display to include background, text and link 

colors you select. The search box itself will reside on your web site. The search results page will be 

served by Google with the customized look and feel you specify. Google may serve ads on the 

results page. You can do an unlimited amount of searches. You must display the Google logo on the 

web pages that contain the search box. 

C. Where to place the search engine on your site? 

1. Place the search box in a prominent location on your web page... preferably top center or top 

right. 

http://www.atomz.com/
http://www.freefind.com/
http://www.google.com/services/free.html
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2. Place the search box on all pages of your web site. Visitors may enter your site from any page. 

3. Make the search box large enough to accommodate all search terms the visitor would use to find 

the information. 

4. The search box should be a type-in box, not a link so visitors don't have to wait for another page to 

load. 

5. Limit the search results to 50 per page. Visitors lose their patience if they have to scroll through 

long lists of results. 

D. How does the search engine work? 

It works similar to the major search engines that search the web, however instead of crawling the 

web they search engine spider will search your site. The results of the crawl are stored in a database 

that resides on the search company's server. 

The company provides the necessary code to add a simple form to your web page. This usually 

consists of a search box for inserting your keywords and a send button. When you click the button it 

sends the query to the search company. They process the query to create a search results page. This 

shows those pages in your site that match the visitor's query. 

The quality of the search results the search engine spider collects depends on how much information 

is contained in your site. Therefore take time to correctly optimize your site i.e. provide lots of good 

content that includes your keywords. Optimize your meta tags, images and create an accessible 

navigation structure. 

Optimizing your site will not only provide focused results from your internal search engine but also 

boost your rankings in the major search engines. 

 
Herman Drost is a Certified Internet Webmaster (CIW) and owner of iSiteBuild.com Web Site Design, Web Hosting, Web Site 

Promotion Author of "Marketing Tips" newsletter. To subscribe, send an email to: subscribe@isitebuild.com and place 

"Subscribe me please" in the subject line. 

 

Proposals, Contracts, and Getting Paid 

How to Make the Most of Your Web and Graphic Design Business (By Thomas Granger) 

It is the best of times and the worst of times. Life as a web or graphic arts freelancer can be both 

rewarding and tough. On one hand is the indescribable pleasure of be able to charge what your 

worth; on the other is the often frustrating task of getting paid what you're owed. 

Your time is money. That is why you went into this business in the first place. Learn it. Live it. Love it. 

This is the Golden Rule and you should chant it like a mantra because we'll be coming back to it in 

this article; I promise. 

The reality of any design business, or service business in general, is that you must pay as much 

attention to the business end of your efforts as you do to the service end. Failure to do so exposes 

you to liability issues, profit loss, headaches, dry mouth, wasted projects and more. While you may 

be a creative design god, a visionary, genius-it doesn't mean you are running your business as 

effectively as you can. If you've ever watched a profitable project slip away because the edits just 

http://www.isitebuild.com/
http://www.isitebuild.com/
mailto:subscribe@isitebuild.com
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wouldn't end; if you've ever let a client push you around and make you feel uncomfortable; if you've 

ever found yourself wishing you had more legal protection for the work that you do, then this article 

is for you. 

This list of steps will separate your design business from the amateurs: 

1) Spend time interviewing the client about the job. Not only will this help you determine first hand 

what the client's needs are, but also it will help the client view you as a professional. A good first 

impression will help you later on when it comes time for payment. 

2) Put together a work order based on what was discussed in the interview. This will be your 

proposal to the client to begin working on their project. You will need to spell out all of the terms, 

delivery dates, number of pages, editing guidelines, deposits and payment terms. You also need to 

include all of the options discussed in your interview with the client. A formal proposal says that you 

are a professional. 

Your proposal should contain no less than the following: 

  Cover letter 

  Site Specifications and layout 

  Development Guidelines (include milestones and number of drafts) 

  Payment terms and conditions 

  Storyboards, diagrams, or examples 

  The contract 

In considering each of these elements I cannot stress enough the following point: Leave nothing 

open-ended! Even if "open-ended" is a vital part of the contract, as in the case of an ongoing 

relationship for maintenance and updates, you need to spell it out! 

3) Never work without a deposit. Go look at the Golden Rule again in case you forgot. A 

deposit does two things for you. It helps separate the serious clients from those who are not. 

A client is less likely to pull out of a project if they've made a financial commitment. See the 

Golden Rule. 

4) Have a pricing strategy. Know what your time is worth, how long it takes you to do certain tasks, 

and the value of those tasks in the marketplace. Communicate them effectively to the client, impress 

on them which tasks are time consuming, and how this will impact pricing. Your client is likely to be 

a professional, and they will understand that time is money. They understand that their own time is 

money. They should understand the Golden Rule and so should you. 

Developing a spreadsheet or other form which allows you to track changes to a project as you go 

helps in the long run. It will not matter whether you charge per page, per project, or a combination 

of both, because you will know how to price what you are doing for the client. 

5) Test early and often - don't let your credibility erode by forgetting little Q/A issues such as 

Browser Compatibility (read: Netscape), plug-in issues, load times, and screen resolution. Do as 

much of this before the client sees it. If the first impression of your creation is a good one, then it will 

be easier to get paid than if the client could not view the site correctly the first time around. 

6) Have a final invoice - make sure it reflects the work order to the letter. Any agreed upon changes 

must be billed with the approval method clearly outlined. Attach any copies of emails, faxes, or other 
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communications regarding changes to your site. Your contract should outline the terms of payment, 

and definitely detail a "late payment" policy. Just slap a statement on your invoice which reads "18% 

APR for accounts more than 15 days past due" and see what happens. You should always have a plan 

to enforce non-payments. 

Whether you are a freelance web designer, graphic artist, desktop publisher, or programmer you 

take on a great deal of responsibility every time you accept a new contract. Having ironclad 

contracts, invoices, and work orders can go along way in protecting your interests early and often, 

before trouble starts. 

Putting these steps in place takes time and a little money, but you don't need to hire an attorney, an 

accountant or a business manager to increase your sales and efficiency. Just remember the Golden 

Rule. Your time is valuable; don't let the client take that from you. 

A good resource for many of the things I've mentioned above is a company called Proposal Kit; you 
can find the product at proposalkit.com We've been using their "Professional" package (which 

allows us to brand all of the forms as our own) for our business and we've been extremely pleased 

with the results. Cheers! 

 

Thomas Granger is the chief Brew-ha-ha of Florentine Design Group. Florentine Design Group is a 

coalition of web designers, marketers, artists, animators, and other hired guns who work in the start-

up arena. If you can find them, maybe you can hire them ...just like the A-Team..grrrr.. See their CD-
ROM business card work at: www.cybericard.tv 

www.florentinedesign.com Sign up for free Templates for Web, Print, and Graphic Design at: 

www.florentinedesign.com/downloads/downloads.htm 

Five Ways to Enhance Your Website User Experience (By Md Hasmee Bin Mostafa) 

We all want our websites to look as unique as possible whether it's to show off our creativity or give 

our brand a memorable image that sets it apart from the rest. However, the importance of 

functionality and user experience should never- be put before flashy visuals and daring design 

styles. 

In order for a website to succeed, it also needs to have great content and an easily accessible design 

that people will find familiar as soon as they visit for the first time. Web users tend to have rather 

limited attention spans, and it is very easy to turn people away within seconds if your website does 

not offer the user experience that they're looking for. 

1- Implement Responsive Design Techniques 

Long gone are the years when browsing the Web, shopping online and using social media were 

largely restricted to desktop and laptop computers. Today, people use the Internet everywhere they 

go, from the small screens of mobile phones to the larger ones of tablets and slim laptop computers. 

Given the far more extensive variety of screen sizes and the fact that more people than ever use 

touch screen navigation, it shouldn't be hard to see why your website needs to cater to such visitors 

as well. Responsive Web design techniques allow your site to scale automatically to the size of the 

screen, making it a cheap and easy way to better accommodate a wider audience. 

http://www.proposalkit.com/info.htm
http://www.cybericard.tv/
http://www.florentinedesign.com/
http://www.florentinedesign.com/downloads/downloads.htm
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2 - Add Social Elements 

The likes of Facebook and Twitter have undeniably become an important part of life for hundreds of 

millions of people around the world. The modern Internet is driven by things like social sharing and 

commenting and any successful website should take that into account by providing social elements 

which encourage conversation, feedback and sharing. 

Enhancing user experience means creating a community around your website and participating 

extensively in it. Any website should make use of sharing buttons to help facilitate social sharing by 

making it easier for people to share content they like on their own social media profiles with the click 

of a button. Blogs should also allow and encourage commenting, and you can also further enhance 

user experience by adding the occasional poll or survey to your site. 

3 - Optimize Graphical Elements 

People are visual creatures, and many of your visitors want images and other media content rather 

than just a wall of text. Elements such as images, infographics and video can greatly help to enhance 

written content or even act as an alternative for those who prefer not to read content online 

extensively. However, visual content also takes up vastly more bandwidth than textual content, so it 

is essential to find the right compromise between qualities and file size in order to keep your website 

performing at its best. 

With regards to images you should make extensive use of thumbnail previews, providing larger, 

higher quality versions as an optional extra. For video content, use a host such as YouTube in order 

to use their bandwidth rather than your own, and offer a range of quality options for those with faster 

Internet speeds. 

4 - Use a Consistent Design 

Particularly if you are running an eCommerce venture, it is essential to stick to conventional and 

easily recognized page layouts and navigational elements so that visitors instantly know what to do 

when they reach your website. However, you should also keep your design consistent across your 

website so that you don't confuse your visitors A consistent design also tends to be much easier on 

the eye, and it helps to build up brand recognition. 

Whether you're revamping an existing website or creating one from scratch for the first 

time, determine a solid design style before you even get started. Choose your colors, fonts 

and page layouts carefully, and keep this style consistent across not only your website, but 

also on your other online portals such as social media profiles. 

5 - Provide Static Content 

Today, many websites are dynamic and powered by content management systems such as 

WordPress or Joomla in order to enhance user experience and make building and maintaining the 

website and publishing content a far easier and more efficient process However, every website also 

needs some static content which is always there and easily accessible, even if it does still need to be 

updated on occasion. 

Static pages that almost every website should have include a page introducing your company, a 

page for links and other resources, a contacts page, and in the case of a traditional bricks and mortar 

venue, a directions and location page, preferably with Google Maps or something similar integrated. 
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Conclusion 

As you work on enhancing your website's user experience, you'll also need to test it extensively in 

order to make certain that everything is working as intended across multiple platforms Finally, don't 

be afraid to ask your visitors themselves what they like and dislike about your website; seeking out 

feedback can provide some invaluable insights, some of which might not even have occurred to you 

previously. 

 
Find out more about my SEO service at Will submit your url to TOP 10 Search Engines for $5 

 

Seven Simple Steps To Web Wealth (by Sopan Greene) 

A lot of people and companies have websites. They also have products and services they want 

people to know about. Unfortunately, most of these people and companies waste most of their time 

on things that don't help them to make money. Here are seven areas to focus on that will help you 

make more money: 

1. Remember that marketing is more important than what your product is. If you have the greatest 

product ever and no one knows about it you won't make any money. 

Direct response marketing online is very similar to direct response marketing offline. 90% of your 

time should be invested in marketing because nothing else will make you money. Don't waste time 

figuring out how to do it right. Study the people who have already spent time and money on learning 

what does and doesn't work. Then you can spend more of your time on collecting cash. 

2. You must have a back end product to make good money. The way to make the most money is to 

first offer FREE information that is valuable. This will begin your relationship with a customer. Then 

have a product that is under $50 for a front end. Make sure the front end product is somehow 

connected to the back end product. For example, if you sell a $10 book on shaving points off your 

golf score, you want to have a back end product like a $300 course on the best proven techniques for 

the most effective golf swing ever. 

3. Your product needs to be valuable to your customers. They need to believe that what they receive 

is worth a lot more than what they paid for it. That will make them a life-long customer. Sell them 

something worthless and they will be unhappy and they will be gone forever. Sell products you 

believe in or don't sell anything. 

4. Give your customers FREE bonuses and more than you promised. Under promise and over 

deliver. Make your customers say "Wow!" when they receive your products. Don't just make them 

happy, blow their minds with how much value they get from you. 

There are thousands of low cost bonus products you can throw in as a thank you. Even better, these 

low cost bonuses can make your customers a lot of money and they will appreciate you more. 

Besides, it's more ethical and fun and creative to build in great extras and bonuses for people. The 

bottom line is the more you give the more you get. 

5. Get opt-in e-mail addresses. This is like gold for you. The only real purpose for a consumer 

website is to capture leads and to sell products. By leads I mean e-mail addresses. You want to build 

up a customer list and then you want to work it repeatedly. Send out a monthly e-zine that offers FREE 

https://www.fiverr.com/boomerang7/manually-submit-your-url-to-top-10-search-engines
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valuable information and mentions similar products they may be interested in. They may see 

something that a friend of theirs will want to buy from you. 

The key here is that these people ask to be on your list, you give them FREE information that has 

value, and they can unsubscribe at any time. 

6. Build a relationship. It is much easier to sell someone who has had a good experience with you 

than someone who has never heard of you. Most companies ignore this fact and spend thousands of 

dollars each month trying to bring in new customers while they ignore people who already bought 

from them. Pretty stupid, but that's how most businesses operate. 

7. Never stop learning. The best and richest marketers in the business spend the most amount of 

money buying books, tapes and courses that keep them on the cutting edge. Why? Because no one 

knows it all and new and better ways to market are discovered every day. 

There is a lot of valuable FREE information available online that is easy to find and can make you a lot 

of money. One good idea can be worth hundreds or thousands of dollars in future sales for you. So 

invest in yourself and your future. 

These seven simple steps can mean the difference between struggling to stay in business and 

struggling to keep up with all the orders coming in. Which struggle would you prefer? 

 
Sopan Greene, M.A. is a marketing & life coach & editor of the Net Profits newsletter. Get 2 

FREE eBooks & a FREE report: "Million Dollar Emails","How To Start Your Own Traffic Virus" 

& "The 13 Deadly Internet Marketing Mistakes Almost Every Business Is Making..." 
webmaster87-956@autocontactor.com 

mailto:webmaster87-956@autocontactor.com

